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SUMMARY In content services where people purchase and download large-volume contents, minimizing network traffic is crucial for the service provider and the network operator since they want to lower the cost charged for bandwidth and the cost for network infrastructure, respectively. Traffic localization is an effective way of reducing network traffic. Network traffic is localized when a client can obtain the requested content files from other a near-by altruistic client instead of the source servers. The concept of the peer-assisted content distribution network (CDN) can reduce the overall traffic with this mechanism and enable service providers to minimize traffic without deploying or borrowing distributed storage. To localize traffic effectively, content files that are likely to be requested by many clients should be cached locally. This paper presents a novel traffic engineering scheme for peer-assisted CDN models. Its key idea is to control the behavior of clients by using content-oriented incentive mechanism. This approach enables us to optimize traffic flows by letting altruistic clients download content files that are most likely contributed to localizing traffic among clients. In order to let altruistic clients request the desired files, we combine content files while keeping the price equal to the one for a single content. This paper presents a solution for optimizing the selection of content files to be combined so that cross traffic in a network is minimized. We also give a model for analyzing the upper-bound performance and the numerical results.
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1. Introduction

Content services have been in the mainstay of the Internet market for the last ten years; people purchase music, movies, and application software by the Internet. Since the volumes of such files tend to be quite large, it is important to minimize the amount of traffic in their transactions; the content service provider and the network operator want to minimize the cost charged for bandwidth and the cost for network infrastructure, respectively. Localization effectively reduces traffic; if a content file is stored at multiple locations, downloading from the nearest server generally minimizes the bandwidth consumption. In content delivery networks (CDNs), which are distributed storage networks that achieve traffic localization; in a CDN, a content request from a client is directed to the replica nearest the client [1]–[3]. CDNs have been extensively used. However, from the service-provider viewpoint, CDNs are not always profitable because it costs a lot to deploy and maintain distributed storages or to rent them. Therefore, peer-assisted CDNs have been proposed as a way of overcoming these drawbacks [4]–[7]. In a peer-assisted CDN, a client request is directed to the nearest replica as in normal CDNs, but the replica can be in the cache of one of millions of clients. Peer-assisted CDNs allow service providers to minimize traffic without deploying or borrowing distributed storages.

In peer-assisted CDNs, clients are expected to contribute to uploading their cached content files to other geographically close clients. However, as reported in [8], [9], most clients in P2P applications have non-altruistic attitudes concerning the services. Although much research has addressed incentive mechanisms that encourage such clients to contribute to services, expecting this in peer-assisted CDNs is unlikely because those clients are customers of the service providers. Therefore, we can expect a limited number of clients to altruistically contribute to the services [10], [11]. We should consider how effectively we utilize the limited cache spaces of the altruistic clients to achieve traffic localization.

Our goal is to reduce cross traffic among clients in peer-assisted CDNs. One of the simplest ways to achieve the goal is to automatically push content files, which are likely requested by other clients, to some clients. However, it is not clear that even an altruistic client would be willing to accept caching content files that are completely independent of his/her demand.

Instead of trying to exploit the resources of altruistic clients, we aim to adjust the behavior of altruistic clients by using content-oriented incentive mechanism. This approach enables us to optimize traffic flows by letting altruistic clients download content files that are most likely contribute to localizing traffic among clients. In order to let altruistic clients request the desired files, we combine content files while keeping the price equal to the one for a single content as illustrated in Fig. 1. The advantage of our approach is that we avoid exploiting the valuable resources contributed from the altruistic clients but give them clear incentive so that they will contribute to the system in a sus-
The content-oriented incentive mechanism is on the basis of a simple assumption that the probability that combined content files, which include a single content file, is always equal to or larger than the probability that the single content file is requested. We note that the recent drastic increase in the capacity of cache equipment for clients such as HDD also supports the assumption. One clear drawback of the approach is that transferring combined content files to altruistic clients could generate a large amount of traffic in a short time period. To address the problem, this paper adjusts the trade-off between the increase in traffic resulting from content combination and the reduction in traffic resulting from traffic localization.

In this paper, we propose a novel traffic engineering scheme based on the above idea. The following are the contributions of our paper: i) we induce altruistic clients to cache files that optimally localize traffic; ii) we solve the optimal selection of combined content files for altruistic clients and describe its algorithms; iii) we show the upper-bound of the performance of traffic localization due to content combination while taking into account the above trade-off.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our assumptions about our network structure and the content download model. Section 3 introduces our architecture and the algorithm that selects content combinations. Section 4 gives our model to analyze the upper-bound performance and numerical results. Section 5 introduces related work and compares our scheme with them. We conclude in Sect. 6.

2. Service Model

In this paper, we assume a content service in which clients are charged at a fixed rate and a fixed number of coupons are given to them at every period. They can purchase a content file or a set of combined content files in exchange for a coupon. Even when clients enjoy their purchased content again, they must use a coupon. The fixed charge is essential in our system so that providing combined content files with the single content price does not reduce revenue of the service provider. We assume the service only deals with such common entertainment as musics and movies. We denote a set of all the content files purchasable in the service as \( C \). We assume that each content has a certain popularity and clients request content based on a probability. Note that it has been well discussed how to estimate content popularity [18] and it should be out of scope in this paper. In our model, the popularity of a content is preliminarily estimated by an existing method and the request probability of a content follows Zipf’s law [12]. The request probability of a content which has the \( i \)-th highest popularity, \( P_i \), is:

\[
P_i = \frac{1}{i} \cdot \frac{1}{\sum_{j \in C} \frac{1}{j}}.
\]  

Figure 2 illustrates our assumed network model. This is a hierarchical model where the local and global domains, and source servers are in the bottom, middle, and top layers, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates a peer-assisted CDN model we assume. (1) The client first makes a request for content and uses a coupon. (2) Then the source server makes a transaction for the content charge and redirects the request to the cached location that minimizes the traffic; the redirection is performed with the following priorities: A) client’s own cache, B) cache at other altruistic clients in the local domain to which the requester belongs, C) cache at other altruistic clients in the global domain, D) and the source server. (3) When the requester retrieves the requested content from the redirected location A), B), C) or D), traffic \( B_0 \), \( B_1 \), \( B_2 \), and \( B_3 \) are generated (\( B_0(= 0) < B_1 < B_2 < B_3 \)).
3. Proposed Scheme

In the following discussions, we assume that the system is time-slotted. At each unit-time, only a client is permitted to request and download a content file. When the client is an altruistic client, the content file could be a set of combined files, which are chosen based on the algorithms described in Sect. 3.2. Thus, it does not happen that multiple altruistic clients request combined content files simultaneously. Even when our method is used in real peer-assisted CDNs, combined content files are not provided for multiple altruistic clients, which can be done because all client requests are handled by the service provider in the centralized manner in peer-assisted CDNs.

The unit time can be considered as the average interval of client requests because, as we mentioned above, a client makes a request at each unit-time. In the following discussions, to simplify the model, we assumed coupons are provided frequently enough compared with the average interval of client requests; we do not assume that a client cannot make a request because s/he runs out of coupons. Even if we consider the case that clients run out of coupons, it would not change our conclusion in the paper because it does not affect how to choose combined content files and how much traffic is reduced in the proposed scheme and it affects equally on the conventional and proposed schemes.

3.1 Incentive Mechanism

As mentioned in Sect. 1, our key idea is content combination that induces altruistic clients to cache content files that are likely to be requested in local networks. In this paper, we simply consider the request probability of a set of combined content files, \( P_{\text{comb}} \), to be:

\[
P_{\text{comb}} = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{B}} P_i
\]

where \( \mathcal{B} \) is a set of the combined content files. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the request probability of the combined content files. The request probability of the combination of contents \( B \) and \( D \) equals to the sum of the request probabilities of those files.

3.2 Optimal Selection of Combined Content Files

3.2.1 Problem Formulation

Let us here discuss the optimal selection of combined content files. Suppose that altruistic client \( v \) is going to request a content file at time \( t \). Altruistic client \( v \) newly obtains a bunch of combined content files \( \mathcal{B}_u \) and removes a set of content files \( \mathcal{D}_v \) from its cache \( \mathcal{C}_u \) to make space for \( \mathcal{B}_u \). To determine the combination of content files, the service provider solves optimization problem written as following:

\[
\max_{\mathcal{B}_u, \mathcal{D}_u} T(\zeta(S_t) - \zeta(S_{t+1})) - \eta(\mathcal{B}_u)
\]

s.t.

\[
S_1 \subseteq S_{t+1} = (C_1, \ldots, C_{u-1}, C_u, \ldots, C_N) \\
S_1 = \{C_1, \ldots, C_u, \ldots, C_N\} \\
S_{t+1} = \{C_1, \ldots, C_{u+1}, \ldots, C_N\} \\
C_{\text{old}} = C_u + \mathcal{B}_u - \mathcal{D}_u
\]

where \( N \) is the total number of clients; \( S_t \) is the state of the cache in the entire network at time \( t \); \( \zeta(S_t) \) indicates generated traffic when the cache state is \( S_t \); \( t + 1 \) means the time just after the cache of client \( u \) is replaced; \( \eta(\mathcal{B}_u) \) indicates how much traffic is increased by downloading a set of content files \( \mathcal{B}_u \) compared with downloading a single file. As we can see from the definition in Eq. (3), the difference between \( S_t \) and \( S_{t+1} \) is \( \mathcal{B}_u - \mathcal{D}_u \). \( \zeta(S_t) - \zeta(S_{t+1}) \) is how much traffic will be reduced from \( t \) to \( t + 1 \) as a result of caching and discarding \( \mathcal{B}_u \) and \( \mathcal{D}_u \). If the cached content files at clients in the network do not significantly change during \( T \), \( T(\zeta(S_t) - \zeta(S_{t+1})) \) indicates the amount of reduced traffic during period \( T \). The start time of period \( T \) is time \( t + 1 \): a unit time after combined content files are requested and obtained at time \( t \). The end time of period \( T \) is \( t + 1 + T \); \( T \) unit times after \( t + 1 \). However, as mentioned in Sect. 1, downloading \( \mathcal{B}_u \) instantaneously generates a large amount of traffic, which is represented as \( \eta(\mathcal{B}_u) \) in Eq. (3).

We solve for Eq. (3) and describe it as a set of algorithms in the next section that are roughly split into two phases: analysis and selection.

3.2.2 Analysis Phase

We first find out how much traffic is generated when client \( v \) requests and retrieves content \( i \). The generated traffic depends on which cached location content \( i \) is retrieved from, client \( v \)'s cache, the local domain of client \( v \), the global domain of client \( v \), or the source server. In Alg. 1, the generated traffic is represented as \( B_{ij} \). \( C_u \) is the set of contents in the cache of the altruistic clients in a local domain that client \( v \) has joined and \( C_u' \) is a set of contents cached by altruistic clients in other local domains.

We estimate how much traffic is expected to be reduced at time \( t + 1 \) if altruistic client \( v \) requests and cache content
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for $B_{u,i}$

Require: $C_i$, $C_j$, $C_l$ are known.

if $i \in C_l$ then
    $B_{u,i} \leftarrow B_0$
else if $i \in C_j$ then
    $B_{u,i} \leftarrow B_1$
else if $i \in C_i^c$ then
    $B_{u,i} \leftarrow B_2$
else
    $B_{u,i} \leftarrow B_3$
end if

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for $\Delta_j^-$

Require: $U'_v$, $U'_u$, $C_u$ are known.

for all $v$ (every client) do
    $\delta_{u,i} \leftarrow 0$
    if $v$ equals $u$ then
        $\delta_{u,i} \leftarrow B_{u,i} - B_0$
    else if $v \in U'_u$ then
        if in $U'_v$ there is no altruistic client who has content $j$ in his/her cache and $j \notin C_u$ then
            $\delta_{u,i} \leftarrow B_{u,i} - B_1$
        end if
    else if $v \in U'_u$ then
        if in $U'_v$ there is no altruistic client who has content $j$ in his/her cache and $j \notin C_u$ then
            $\delta_{u,i} \leftarrow B_3 - B_2$
        end if
    end if
end for

$\Delta_j^- \leftarrow 0$

for all $v$ (every client) do
    $\Delta_j^- \leftarrow \Delta_j^- + \frac{P_j E_j}{P_k} \cdot \frac{\delta_{u,i}}{\Delta_k^+}$
end for

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for $\Delta_k^+$

Require: $U'_v$, $U'_u$, $C_u$ are known.

for all $v$ (every client) do
    $\delta_{v,k} \leftarrow 0$
    if $v$ equals $u$ (i.e. altruistic client $u$ himself/herself) then
        if in $U'_v$ there is an altruistic client who has content $k$ in his/her cache then
            $\delta_{v,k} \leftarrow B_1 - B_0$
        else
            $\delta_{v,k} \leftarrow B_2 - B_0$
        end if
    else if $v \in U'_u$ then
        if in $U'_v$ there is an altruistic client who has content $k$ in his/her cache then
            $\delta_{v,k} \leftarrow B_2 - B_1$
        else
            $\delta_{v,k} \leftarrow B_3 - B_0$
        end if
    end if
end for

$\Delta_k^+ \leftarrow 0$

for all $v$ (every client) do
    $\Delta_k^+ \leftarrow \Delta_k^+ + \frac{P_k \delta_{v,k}}{\Delta_k^+}$
end for

where $B_{u,j}$ and $\Delta_j^-$ are obtained by Algs. 1 and 2 and $T$ is defined in Sect. 3.2.1. In addition, $P_{comb}$ defined in Eq. (2) should be also considered because content $j$ would not be effective if it is not actually requested and cached by altruistic client $u$. Therefore, we score every content $P_j E_j$ and sort them in the descending of this score.

Second, to optimize $D_u$, we score the cached content of altruistic client $u$ and the score is defined as $P_k \Delta_k^+$. $\Delta_k^+$ is the traffic increased by discarding content $k$ and is obtained from Alg. 3. Why $P_k$ needs to be considered is because, in our model described in Sect. 2, altruistic client $u$ can request the content cached in her or his cache space; we can increase $P_{comb}$ by attaching content already cached at client $u$ with larger $P_k$ to the combined files while discarding content with smaller $P_k$. Therefore, as in Alg. 4, we sort cached content at client $u$ in the ascending of $P_k \Delta_k^+$.

In Alg. 4, $b_x$ is the identification number of the content with the $g$-th largest $P_j E_j$ while $d_x$ is the identification number of a content with the $h$-th smallest $P_k \Delta_k^+$. $x$ represents the number of content files included in $B_u$. $R_x$ is the integrated score of the combination of $B_u$ and $D_u$ when the number of content files included in $B_u$ is $x$. Larger $R_x$ can reduce more traffic. $K_{\text{max}}$ is the largest $R_x$, where $x = K_{\text{max}}$. $C$ is the cache capacity of altruistic client $u$ and $x_c$ is how

$$E_j = T \cdot \Delta_j^- - B_{u,j},$$

at time $t$, which is represented as $\Delta_j^-$. $\Delta_j^-$ is obtained from $\delta_{u,i}^-$ which is how much generated traffic would be reduced when client $v$ requests and obtains content $j$ at time $t + 1$. In Alg. 2, $U'_u$ and $U'_v$ represent a set of clients that have joined the same local domain as that of client $v$ and that of other local domains, respectively.

Algorithm 3 estimates how much traffic is expected to increase at time $t + 1$ if altruistic client $u$ removes content $k$ from its cache at time $t$, which is represented as $\Delta_k^+$. $\Delta_k^+$ is obtained from $\delta_{v,k}^+$. $\Delta_k^+$ is the traffic increased by discarding content $k$ and is obtained from Alg. 3. Why $P_k$ needs to be considered is because, in our model described in Sect. 2, altruistic client $u$ can request the content cached in her or his cache space; we can increase $P_{comb}$ by attaching content already cached at client $u$ with larger $P_k$ to the combined files while discarding content with smaller $P_k$. Therefore, as in Alg. 4, we sort cached content at client $u$ in the ascending of $P_k \Delta_k^+$. 3.2.3 Selection Phase

We here discuss how we find the sets of combined and discarded content files $B_u$ and $D_u$ that satisfy Eq. (3). First, to optimize $B_u$, as we mentioned in Sect. 1, we have to consider the fact that, as we increase the number of combined content files, more instantaneous traffic would generate. That is, the expected traffic reduction by content $j$ should be given by:

$$E_j = T \cdot \Delta_j^- - B_{u,j},$$

where $B_{u,j}$ and $\Delta_j^-$ are obtained by Algs. 1 and 2 and $T$ is defined in Sect. 3.2.1. In addition, $P_{comb}$ defined in Eq. (2) should be also considered because content $j$ would not be effective if it is not actually requested and cached by altruistic client $u$. Therefore, we score every content $P_j E_j$ and sort them in the descending of this score.

Second, to optimize $D_u$, we score the cached content of altruistic client $u$ and the score is defined as $P_k \Delta_k^+$. $\Delta_k^+$ is the traffic increased by discarding content $k$ and is obtained from Alg. 3. Why $P_k$ needs to be considered is because, in our model described in Sect. 2, altruistic client $u$ can request the content cached in her or his cache space; we can increase $P_{comb}$ by attaching content already cached at client $u$ with larger $P_k$ to the combined files while discarding content with smaller $P_k$. Therefore, as in Alg. 4, we sort cached content at client $u$ in the ascending of $P_k \Delta_k^+$. 3.2.3 Selection Phase

We here discuss how we find the sets of combined and discarded content files $B_u$ and $D_u$ that satisfy Eq. (3). First, to optimize $B_u$, as we mentioned in Sect. 1, we have to consider the fact that, as we increase the number of combined content files, more instantaneous traffic would generate. That is, the expected traffic reduction by content $j$ should be given by:

$$E_j = T \cdot \Delta_j^- - B_{u,j},$$

where $B_{u,j}$ and $\Delta_j^-$ are obtained by Algs. 1 and 2 and $T$ is defined in Sect. 3.2.1. In addition, $P_{comb}$ defined in Eq. (2) should be also considered because content $j$ would not be effective if it is not actually requested and cached by altruistic client $u$. Therefore, we score every content $P_j E_j$ and sort them in the descending of this score.

Second, to optimize $D_u$, we score the cached content of altruistic client $u$ and the score is defined as $P_k \Delta_k^+$. $\Delta_k^+$ is the traffic increased by discarding content $k$ and is obtained from Alg. 3. Why $P_k$ needs to be considered is because, in our model described in Sect. 2, altruistic client $u$ can request the content cached in her or his cache space; we can increase $P_{comb}$ by attaching content already cached at client $u$ with larger $P_k$ to the combined files while discarding content with smaller $P_k$. Therefore, as in Alg. 4, we sort cached content at client $u$ in the ascending of $P_k \Delta_k^+$.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for determination of the combined contents

Require: \( C \), \( C \) and \( C_u \) is known.

sort contents included in \( C \) in descending order of powers of \( P_1 \cdot E_j \)
\( b_\delta \leftarrow \) contents No. whose \( P_1 \cdot E_j \) is the \( \delta \)-th largest.

sort contents included in \( C_u \) in ascending order of powers of \( P_k \cdot \Delta_k^+ \)
\( d_\delta \leftarrow \) contents No. whose \( P_k \cdot \Delta_k^+ \) is the \( \delta \)-th smallest.

\[
P_{\text{comb}} \leftarrow 0
\]
\[
x \leftarrow 1
\]
\[
X_{\text{max}} \leftarrow x
\]
\[
x_c \leftarrow C - |C_u|
\]
for all \( i \) in \( b_1 \) and \( d_{\text{max}}(1, x_c) \)
\[
P_{\text{comb}} \leftarrow P_{\text{comb}} + P_i
\]
end for
if \( x_c < 0 \) then
\[
E_{\text{temp}} \leftarrow E_{b_1} - T \Delta_{d_1}^+ + B_u b_1
\]
else
\[
E_{\text{temp}} \leftarrow E_{b_1} + B_u b_1
\]
end if
\[
R_k \leftarrow P_{\text{comb}} E_{\text{temp}}
\]
if \( R_k < 0 \) then
\[
D_u \leftarrow \phi
\]
\[
\eta_u \leftarrow \phi
\]
return \((D_u, D_u)\);
end if
\[
R_{\text{max}} \leftarrow R_k
\]
for \( x = 2 \) to \( C \)
do
if \( E_{b_\delta} < 0 \) then
break
else
if \( x_c < x \) then
\[
P_{\text{comb}} \leftarrow P_{\text{comb}} + P_{b_x} - P_{d_{x-x_c}}
\]
\[
E_{\text{temp}} \leftarrow E_{\text{temp}} + E_{b_x} - T \Delta_{d_x}^+
\]
else
\[
P_{\text{comb}} \leftarrow P_{\text{comb}} + P_{b_x}
\]
\[
E_{\text{temp}} \leftarrow E_{\text{temp}} + E_{b_x}
\]
end if
\[
R_k \leftarrow P_{\text{comb}} E_{\text{temp}}
\]
if \( R_k > R_{\text{max}} \) then
\[
R_{\text{max}} \leftarrow R_k
\]
\[
X_{\text{max}} \leftarrow x
\]
end if
end for
\[
D_u \leftarrow (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_{X_{\text{max}}}, b_{X_{\text{max}}})
\]
if \( x_c < x \) then
\[
D_u \leftarrow (d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_{x-x_c-1}, d_{x-x_c})
\]
else
\[
D_u \leftarrow \phi
\]
end if
return \((D_u, D_u)\);

4. Numerical Evaluation

We analyze the upper-bound of the performance of our scheme. The upper-bound of the performance is calculated when we assume the optimality of the combined files is guaranteed during \( T \) in Eq. (4); no cache replacement is done during \( T \). In our method, combined files are optimally selected at time \( t \). The optimality of the combined and discarded content files selected by the algorithms in the previous section is effective only for cache state \( S \), at time \( t \). However, during a certain short period after time \( t \), content files cached in clients are not drastically changed compared with \( S \).

We used the parameters listed in Table 1. \( B_3 \), \( B_2 \), and \( B_1 \) indicate traffic impact at the source server, a global domain, and a local domain. \( B_3 \), \( B_2 \) and \( B_1 \) were set corresponding to the numbers of clients managed and handled by the source server, each global domain, and each local domain, respectively [27].

4.1 Analytical Model

We observe how our scheme reduces traffic compared with the case where we do not use our scheme where altruistic clients just request content as non-altruistic clients. In both schemes, it is perfectly known which client is altruistic or not, altruistic clients transfer content files to other clients when their cached content files are requested, and the nearest altruistic client becomes a server for the client requesting a content file. Only the difference between the conventional and proposed schemes is that the proposed scheme provides combined content files to control the request probabilities of altruistic clients and a set of combined content files can be available using only a coupon.

We define the gain of our scheme as:

\[
\psi = T \left( \zeta \left( S_{t+1}^C \right) - \zeta \left( S_{t+1}^C \right) \right) - \eta \left( B_u \right)
\]

where \( S_{t+1}^C \) is the state of the cache in the entire network at time \( t+1 \) when using our scheme, while \( S_{t+1}^C \) is the one when not using our scheme. We observe how many content files are combined and from which cached location they are retrieved by an altruistic client: the cache of the altruistic client, the local domain, the global domain, or the source server. We also observe the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Analysis parameters. The parameters are variable.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of content files</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of local domains (( n_l ))</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of clients in each local domain (( n_l ))</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of clients (( N ))</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of altruistic clients</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache capacity at each client (( C ))</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic weight ( B_3, B_2, B_1, B_0 )</td>
<td>2000, 50, 1, 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
probability that the content files are retrieved by the altruistic and non-altruistic clients from each location.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 vs. Period T

Let us first analyze the performance of our scheme for different periods T. Figure 5 plots the gain defined in Eq. (5) as a function of T. As shown in this figure, as period T increases, the gain increases. Since T means how long the optimality of content selection of the algorithms in Sect. 3 is sustained, the gain should increase if the optimality can be sustained longer, and this is consistent with our intuition. In reality, even during T, cached content files at clients are replaced and optimality is not guaranteed. Therefore, we observe how largely the cached content files are replaced after period T. Figure 5 plots the correlation of the cached content files at clients in the network at T with the initial cached content files; if no replacement is done during T, the correlation would be 1.0. We investigated two cache replacement algorithms: first-in/first-out (FIFO) and least recently used (LRU). We found that the correlation monotonically decreases as T increases and there is no significant difference between the two replacement algorithms. For the following upper-bound analysis, we set T to be 20,000 because we believe that our approximation would be effective as long as the correlation remains exceeds 90%.

4.2.2 vs. Ratio of Traffic Weight

Figure 6 shows the gain and the number of combined content files versus traffic weight when T = 20,000. The traffic weight (B3, B2, B1, B0) is as defined in Sect. 2. “Global” and “Source” mean the number of combined content files from the global domain and the source server illustrated in Fig. 2, respectively. In Fig. 6, we can see that, as the traffic weight of the higher layer becomes larger, the gain also increases. This is just simply because the impact of traffic localization increases. On the other hand, although the gain increased from 9.3% to 13.5% by varying traffic weight from (2000, 50, 1, 0) to (10000, 100, 1, 0), the number of combined content files from the source server and the global domains did not change. This is because, as we discussed regarding Eqs. (3) and (4), combining content files increases instantaneous traffic, while our algorithm optimizes the number of combined content files.

4.2.3 vs. Ratio of Altruistic Clients

Figure 7 plots the gain and the number of combined content files as a function of the ratio of altruistic clients when T = 20,000. Table 2 (a) and (b) list the ratio of content sources versus the ratio of altruistic clients. Here, “content source” means where the clients download the content files from. ‘SS’, ‘GD’, ‘LD’ and ‘CC’ indicate the source server, the global domain, the local domain and their own caches, respectively. In Table 2 (b), altruistic clients request combined contents stochastically. Therefore, we can see that in our scheme SS decreased and traffic was successfully localized. In Fig. 7, we can see that the gain and the total number of combined content files had a peak at the ratio of 10%. This is because when the ratio of altruistic clients exceeds...
15%, since many contents have found in the cache of the altruistic clients, traffic has already been localized without our scheme. Therefore, the number of combined content files from the source server decreased while that from the global domain increased as the ratio of altruistic clients increased from 15% to 20%. Our scheme cannot further localize traffic, which can be seen in Table 2(a), (b).

In Table 2(c), we show the result of the case where we push the set of content files combined for an altruistic client to her or him, which is equivalent to our scheme with $P_{\text{comb}} = 1.0$. This approach may be undesired as we stated in Sect. 1. However, as in Table 2(c), more traffic localization is observed compared with our scheme in Table 2(b). This difference is caused by the fact that altruistic clients do not always request combined files; they just request according to the request probabilities as they do for a single content file.

4.2.4 vs. Cache Capacity

Figure 8 plots the gain and the number of combined content files as a function of the ratio of the cache capacity when $T = 20,000$. Table 3 lists the ratio of the content sources versus cache capacity of each client. In Fig. 8, the gain and the total number of combined content files have a peak when cache capacity is 50. Moreover, the number of combined content files from the source server decreased while that from the global domain increased as the cache capacity increased from 50 to 80. We see a similar trend between Figs. 7 and 8. This is because a larger number of altruistic clients and a larger number of cached content files at each client allow the network to have more content files locally, which is seen in Table 3. However, differently from a small number of altruistic clients, a small number of cached content files limits how many content files can be combined in our scheme. That is why, in Fig. 8, the total number of combined content files decreases, as the cache capacity decreases from 50 to 30.

4.2.5 vs. the Total Number of Content Files

Figure 9 plots the gain and the number of combined content files as a function of the total number of content files when $T = 20,000$. Table 4 lists the ratio of content sources versus the total number of content files. The gain has a peak around 900 contents. When the total number of content files ranges from 500 to 900, many contents have been stored by altruistic clients and our scheme can only localize a little bit of tent files selected by our scheme. In Fig. 9, the total number of combined content files remains almost constant when the total number of content files is larger than 900; the number of combined content files from the source server increases...
5. Related Work

5.1 Content Placement

Since the cache capacity of a node is limited, we are not allowed to cache all content at every node. Therefore, we have to consider how to optimize the placement of content in the cache. Content placement in caching networks including CDNs and peer-to-peer (P2P) networks is a classical and well-studied problem [13]–[21]. In CDNs, basically, the content-service providers manage caching networks and control content placement in them. Therefore, the problem in CDNs falls under the policy and algorithm design [13]–[17]. On the other hand, in P2P networks, since no central entity controls the cache placement, distributed approaches have been considered [18]–[21]; each peer decides whether to cache the received content when it obtains the requested content or forwards the content requested by another peer. In peer-assisted CDNs, unlike CDNs and P2P networks, a central entity can attempt to control the cache placement [18], but clients may refuse to cache the directed content files because peer-assisted CDNs owe storage resources to clients. Therefore, our approach does not directly control the cache in the clients but does only induce altruistic clients to cache desired content for traffic localization.

5.2 Conventional Incentive Mechanisms in Peer-Assisted Services

Our motivation to introduce an incentive mechanism is quite different from most previous studies on P2P or peer-assisted networks. Conventionally, we need to introduce it because contributions by peers are essential in P2P and peer-assisted networks; without such contributions, the services would not provide any benefits to the clients. However, as reported in [8], most peers are free riders who do not contribute their resources to the networks. Thus, motivating them has been the purpose of the previous work on incentive mechanisms [22]–[26]. However, unlike previous efforts, our purpose is simply to induce altruistic clients to request specific content, that will likely be requested on the local network and will likely reduce traffic. The form of the incentive is another factor in which we are interested. Some systems give incentives as service quality [22], [24], [25], and others provide monetary incentives [23], [26]. However, the effectiveness of these approaches is mathematically unclear; it is unclear how much a certain level of increased service quality or money increases the probability that a free rider will contribute to the network. However, incentive by content combination is straightforward. First, the request probability of the combined content files is equal to or larger than the sum of the request probabilities of each content. Second, as mentioned in Sect. 2, since clients are charged at a fixed rate to obtain coupons at every period and the combined content is just an electric copy of the original file, unlike a monetary incentive, we can ignore the source of the incentive reward. In other words, we do not need to consider how much economically we gained or lost by giving incentives to clients.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel traffic engineering scheme for peer-assisted CDN models that optimizes content files at altruistic clients to optimally localize traffic. Its key idea is to control the behavior of clients by using content-oriented incentive mechanism which combines content files while keeping the price equal to the single-content price to induce altruistic clients to request files desired to be cached. We reveal the trade-off between the increase in traffic resulting from content combination and the reduction in traffic resulting from traffic localization. Considering the trade-off, we
formulated a problem for the optimal selection of combined content files and derive a solution for the optimal selection of combined content files for altruistic clients, and describe it as algorithms for solving the problem. Our numerical analysis observed the upper-bound of the performance traffic localization by content combination while taking into account the trade-off, and confirmed that our scheme effectively localizes traffic and reduces overall traffic.

Our future work will include an evaluation of our scheme in a realistic simulation and an actual implementation of our scheme.
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